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Abstract

In this paper we propose a simple model for the cou-
pling behavior of the human spine for an inverse kine-
matics framework. Our spine model exhibits anatom-
ically correct motions of the vertebrae of virtual man-
nequins by coupling standard swing and revolute joint
models. The adjustement of the joints is made with
several simple (in)equality constraints, resulting in a
reduction of the solution space dimensionality for the
inverse kinematics solver. By reducing the solution
space dimensionality to feasible spine shapes, we pre-
vent the inverse kinematics algorithm from providing
infeasible postures for the spine. In this paper, we
exploit how to apply these simple constraints to the
human spine by a strict decoupling of the swing and
torsion motion of the vertebrae. We demonstrate the
validity of our approach on various experiments.
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1 Introduction

Realistic animations of human characters play an im-
portant role in virtual environments. The common way
to let a user interact with the virtual environment is the
use of a three dimensional virtual mannequin that is
controlled by the user [MTT04][PZB90]. The more
realism of the virtual mannequin and the virtual en-
vironment, the more the user feels present in the vir-
tual environment [SUS95]. Often researchers have
only improved the representation and animation of the
surface such as exterior skin or muscle deformations
while the underlying body model has been kept un-
changed [WG02]. However, increasing the surface de-
tails of the virtual mannequins may lead viewers to be
more sensitive to unrealistic joint motions in anima-
tions such as in the shoulder and spine regions of the
human body [HOT98].
Joint models are important for correct motion anal-
ysis of tasks, including the estimation of muscle
lengths and moment arms [DL95]. Introducing ac-
curate biomechanical joint models to the traditional
hierarchy of joint transformations can lead to an in-
proved realism in the human character animation. The
anatomical correct axes of rotations and joint centers
are taken from literature and refined to produce im-
proved fidelity of the motions.
In this paper we introduce a human spine model based
on a set of coupled vertebral joints. These vertebral
joints are coupled through simple linear (in)equality
constraint reflecting their anatomic mobility distribu-
tion [Kap87][Kap82]. We will show how these con-
straints transparently can be integrated into an exist-
ing inverse kinematics (IK) solver. A few parameters
will be enough to control the complex articulation of
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the human spine as each equality constraint reduces
the solution space for IK solver at least by one dimen-
sion. We give an introduction to our IK solver that
is based on Prioritizied Inverse Kinematics [BB04].
We demonstrate the validity of our spine model with
different experiments including performance measure-
ments.
In the next section, we review previous work. Section
3 gives an overview of our PIK solver and presents
how we can couple the joints by constraining the so-
lution space. Section 4 details our spine model. Sec-
tion 5 presents several applications and experimental
results. Finally, we present future work and conclude
this paper in Section 6.

2 Previous Work

The first use of articulated joint models for represent-
ing human joints can be found in the studies of kine-
matics of robotic manipulators. These systems used
the Denavit-Hartenberg link parameter notation from
robotics to represent virtual mannequins with articu-
lated limbs [GM98]. The Denavit-Hartenberg notation
is used for linking parameters by associating coordi-
nate frames between adjacent segments. This is conve-
nient but each parameter can only describe one degree
of freedom (dof) between two adjacent segments. By
combining sets of parameters also multiple dofs could
be achieved.
Some regions of the human body exhibit a high cou-
pling behavior of the joints like the human shoulder or
spine. The shoulder of virtual humans is often mod-
eled using three independent segments: the clavicle,
the scapula and the arm using rotational joints. How-
ever, such a model is not sufficient for generating re-
alistic motions. The reason is that such a joint model
does not reflect the simultaneous motion of the joints
[MT00]. Another strong coupling behavior can be ob-
served in the human spine. The coupling phenomenon
emerges from many factors, including the geometry of
the vertebrae, the ligament that bind them, and the cur-
vatures of the vertebral column. As an illustration of
coupled vertebral motion, when a physician introduces
a demand for rotation right to a patient in a neutral
seated position, the response of the patients vertebrae
involves coupled side-bending to the left (Figure 1).

This coupling behavior of the spine has been ex-
ploited by [MB91] to develop a kinematic model of
the spine that exhibits flexion-extensions (forward-
backward), lateral bending (left-right) and axial tor-

Figure 1: Regional Coupling Patterns: This diagramm
summarizes the coupling of lateral bending to the left
(indicated by white arrow to the left). In the middle
and the lower thoracic spine, the axial rotation is cou-
pled with lateral bending that can be either to the left
or to the right. In the lumbar spine, there is left lateral
bending with left lateral bending while in the upper
thoracic and cervical there is left lateral bending cou-
pled with right lateral bending.

sion rotation. Another coupling approach for a nor-
malized representation of the human skeleton of the
spine has been presented by [KMA05]. The spine
is modeled using a spline that could be divided into
segments. The position of a vertebrae is given by
discretizising the spline accordingly to the distances
of the vertebrae. The Peabody system [MB91] col-
lects joints into different groups of joints that have
group angles to configure the joint groups’ seg-
ments. [SNTH03] introduced a general joint com-
ponent model called joint maps that allows modeling
of joint expressions over several bone segments for
biomechanical accurate joints. A joint map is a func-
tion that takes a set of inputs (e.g. set of joints) to
produce an output for one or more joints. The input
can be seen as the dofs and the outputs are the modi-
fied joint values (e.g. angle or translation variations).
The outputs of one joint map can be combined with the
inputs of another joint map to create increasingly so-
phisticated behaviors. The process that performs this
mapping varies according to the type of the desired
joint behavior (e.g. different coupling behavior of the
shoulder and the spine). [HUF05] characterize the
joint coupling behavior by implicit surfaces obtained
from motion captured values. This representation al-
lows to characterize intra- and inter-joint dependencies
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but is not a very intuitive way to control the human mo-
tion of the joints.
Beside modeling the coupling behavior of the spine
many approaches have been presented for biome-
chanical accurate joint models. To restict the joint
range angles spherical polygons [Kor85] and joint si-
nus cones [MT00][WG02] have been introduced. Al-
though spherical polygons are more general than joint
sinus cones, their handling is also more complex and
for modeling the joint limits of human joints, the use
of joint sinus cones is normally sufficient [Kor85].
[MNF02] incorporate joints that can translate and ro-
tate together on a plane. The joint limits dynamically
change with the dofs of the joints.
There is not one joint model that would be suitable
for all these different characteristics. Often special-
ized joint models are used.
Our spine model is based on common joint models
such as revolute (1 dof) or swing joint (2 dof) regularly
used in IK. With simple linear (in)equality constraints
we are able to group joints into sets and reducing si-
multaneously the solution space for the IK solver.

3 Prioritized Inverse Kinematics

3.1 Constraining the Solution

We provide here only a brief overview of the Priori-
tized Inverse Kinematics algorithm (PIK) [BB04]. The
PIK algorithm relies on an efficient computation of
projection operators, ensuring that a lower priority task
cannot disturb any higher priority task. It can han-
dle an arbitrary number of strict priority levels. In
addition, our PIK solver can be augmented by linear
(in)equality constraints for the purpose of controlling
virtual mannequins or robots. In the specific case of
the human body we are compliant with the Humanoid
Animation Working Group standard(H-Anim) that in-
cludes all human joints [HA99].
In the normal case, the joints are independent of each
other. Possible coupling due to the presence of ten-
dons, muschles spanning over several joints or the
above mentioned coupling of the spine or shoulder has
to be defined as additional hard constraints which are
also called eqaulity constraints. Each equality con-
straint is defined by a simple linear equality equation
and ensures that the corresponding parameters act ac-
cordingly to some given ratios defined in the equa-
tion. We also exploit inequality constraints for two
purposes:

• Modeling joint ranges: to model anatomical cor-
rect joint we want to define joint limits that
should never be passed.

• Offering a ”relaxed” coupling behavior between
joints. See Section 4.2

The equality constraint (Figure 2 left) and the inequal-
ity constraint (Figure 2 right) for a joint configuration
q with n dofs are defined as follows:

cT
i q = bi i ∈ 1..g (1)

cT
i q ≤ bi i ∈ 1..g (2)

where the ci are n-dimensional vectors, bi are
scalars and g is the number of (in)equality constraints.
The Equation (2) allows simple lower and upper
bounds on joint variables for modeling joint limits
as well as a relaxed coupling behavior. A set of
linear inequality constraints defines a convex space
of feasible joint configurations as seen in Figure 2
right. We have chosen linear (in)equality constraint
by the higher complexity introduced by non-linear
constraints. Generally, we model the joint coupling by
equality constraints while we use for the joint limits
inequality constraints.
The management of the (in)equality has somehow to
be integrated within the process that computes the
joint variation. Ignoring the constraints for the actual
joint variation computation and only adjusting the
resulting joint configuration to satisfy the constraints
leads to non-optimal solutions [BB04]. The equality
constraints can be ensured within a single iteration
step during the initialization phase of the joint vari-
ation computation. To achieve this we modify the
initial projection operator P0 so that the resulting
solution space lies within the constrained subspace.
Secondly, the initial joint variation ∆q0 is set to
the displacement required to meet the constraints, if
this is not already the case. Often, the initial joint
variation ∆q0 is zero as the constraints are met at
the initialization phase. By modifiying this initial
joint variation ∆q0, it helps also to avoid numerical
drifts away from the constraints. The modified, initial
projector operator P0 remains constant as long as no
equality constraint is added or removed. Thus, we can
pre-compute P0 and have only to modify it when an
equality constraint is added or removed.
Compared to the PIK algorithm described in [BB04],
these additional hard constraints can be seen as tasks
of infinite priority (i.e. of higher importance than any
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Figure 2: Left: equality constraint between two joints
q1 and q2. Right: the grey region indicates the possible
area of solutions for the joint q1 and q2. The computed
solution qk + ∆qtry violates the inequality constraint
q1 ≤ 7 so the corrected solution is clamped to qk+1.

other task) as they are shaping the initial solution
space.

Algorithm 1 Projector Initalization.
1: P0 = In

2: for all cT
i q = bi such that i ∈ 1..g do

3: if
∥∥∥P0c

T
i

∥∥∥
2

= 0 then
4: P0 = P0 − (P0c

T
i )(P0c

T
i )T

5: end if
6: end for

Algorithm 1 presents the procedure of the pre-
computation of P0 for the equality constraints. P0

is initialized with the identity matrix In where n is
the number of equality constraints. We are adding
iteratively each equality constraint to P0 only if the
new constraint is not conflicting with the actual P0.
An equality constraint is in conflict with P0 when the
new constraint is linear dependent which is the case
whether the norm of the projection of the current con-
straint with respect to P0 is not 0.

Figure 2 left gives a simple example for an equality
constraint where q1 and q2 are two joints that are
coupled by one equality constraint. This constraint
ensures that the joint values q1 and q2 always lie on
the line defined by 5q1 + 6q2 = 30. Thus, the ratio
between q1 and q2 remains constant. In the general
case, the vector c defines a n-dimensional hyperplane
on which the constrained joints lie.
The inequality constraints are checked after the
new joint configuration qk+1 is computed, where
the new joint state is defined as the sum of the
current configuration and the computed solution

qk + ∆qtry. Figure 2 right illustrates a case where the
new configuration qk+1 = qk + ∆qtry would violate
an inequality constraint. Therefore, dynamically a
new equality constraint is added into the existing
constraint set (only if this new constraint would not
be conflicting with the other constraints). This new
equality constraint ensures that the corresponding
joint configuration qk+1 is clamped on the limit
defined by the inequality constraint.
In our model, we check first the user-defined in-
equality constraints and afterwards the joint limits
which are also modeled as inequality constraints. If
two inequality constraints are conflicting, i.e. they
cannot be satisfied at the same time, we consider
only the constraint that has been first added to set
of constraints. Thus, the user defined inequality
constraints have a higher priority than the inequality
constraints of the joint limits. Thus, we may get a
solution of the joint variation that may violate some
of the constraints. In Section 4.2 we will explain why
this is not a problem if some joint limits are slightly
violated and that we still can ensure plausible spine
shapes. The prioritized solution is re-evaluated as
long as no additional inequality constraint is violated
(Figure 3.1). This additional loop is necessary to
guarantee the tasks’ error minimization. The cost of
the clamping loop is linear to the number of recruited
joints (see Section 3.2). In the worst case each
clamping iteration would handle a single clamped
joint. This is seldom the case, as very often multiple
joints violate their limit simultaneously which is
handled through a single clamping iteration.

3.2 Joint Recruiting Level

Our PIK solver allows a task to recruit all or part of
the joints from its parent up to the root of the artic-
ulated structure. We can manually discard joints that
should not participate to achieve the task. For exam-
ple, whenever controlling the position of the wrist it
is important to decide whether the spine should partic-
ipate or not. Joints can be recruited by several tasks
that are possibly conflicting. The problem of overlap-
ping joint regions has fist been described by [BOK80].
Normally, to resolve this problem a minimal joint re-
cruiting rule for joints shared by multiple tasks has to
be enforced [CB04]. This rule concerns those parts of
the articulated structure where multiple tasks may re-
cruit part of their joints. Let Ti be a task of priority i.
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Figure 3: The Prioritized Inverse Kinematics conver-
gence loop highlighting the construction of the joint
variation solution for multiple priority levels and the
management of the equality and inequality constraints.

The set of recruited joints by the task Ti is defined as
Rec(Ti). The set of all possible recruited joints by a
task Ti is given by Anc(Ti) (from its parent up to the
root). Then, for any two priority levels a > b we must
have:

Rec(Tb) ∩Anc(Ta) ⊂ Rec(Ta) (3)

Equation 3 states that recruited joints of low priority
tasks are a subset of high priority tasks. Without this
rule, it may lead to diverging solutions where a low
priority task dominates a higher priority task.
Equation 3 solves the problem of overlapping regions
only if there are no joints coupled by (in)equality con-
straints. The first observation that can be made is that
for joint coupling we do not have longer this simple
formulation of the recruited joints. If a joint is re-
cruited by a task Ti and if the same joint is also cou-
pled to other joints, all these coupled joints are im-
plicitly recruited by the task Ti. We define the set of
all implicitly recruited joints due to coupling of a task
Ti as Coup(Rec(Ti)). This can lead to the following
problem: a joint recruited by a task Tb can be cou-
pled to another joint that is only recruited by a task Ta

but not recruited by Tb (with priority levels a > b).
Thus, the task Tb would gain influence over task Ta as
the equality constraints have ”‘infinite”’ priority (see

section 3.1). Another problem is that joints can be
coupled that are not directly recruited by any task. To
solve the above mentioned problems, we extend Equa-
tion 3. For any two tasks Ta and Tb with priority levels
a > b, we must have:

(Rec(Tb) ∪ Coup(Rec(Tb))) ∩Anc(Ta) (4)⋃
Coup(Rec(Ti)) ⊂

⋃
Rec(Ti) (5)

Equation 4 ensures that coupling can only tak place
from the joints up to the root of the articulated struc-
ture and that a lower priority task cannot couple a joint
that is nearer to the root than a higher priority task.
Equation 5 states that only joints recruited by tasks are
allowed to be also coupled by constraints.

4 Spine

4.1 Introduction

The human spine consists of 24 movable vertebrae.
According to the positions and the functionality of
the individual vertebrae, the spine can be divided into
three regions [Kap87][Kap82][MB91] (see Figure 4):

• Cervical region: seven vertebrae in the neck

• Thoracic region: twelve vertebrae in the thorax

• Lumbar region: five vertebrae in the abdomen

Each vertebrae has three dofs of rotation:

• rotation: flextion-extension (forward-backward)

• rotation:lateral-bending (left-right)

• torsion (axial rotation around the vertical spine
axis)

These three rotational components may have quite
different rotation centers and non-orthogonal rotation
axes. Modeling each vertebra as an individual joint
without taking into consideration the coupling behav-
ior that exists amog them due to the rotational behavior
(see Figure 1) is not recommended as too much free-
dom is left in the spine for the PIK solver. This choice
usually leads to unrealistic spine postures. Instead, it
is preferable to use only a few uncoupled/independent
joints strategically placed on the spine, in order to have
a more realistic rigidity of the system. By a simple re-
duction of the dofs of the spine due to coupling, the
control of the spine is also simplified.
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4.2 Spine Model

As already mentioned, each vertebra allows a swing
motion (corresponds to flexion-extension and lateral-
bending) and a torsion motion (rotation along the ver-
tical vertebrae axis), the general solution would be
to represent each vertebrae by a so called ball-and-
socket joint which has 3 dofs (2 for the swing mo-
tion and 1 for the torsion). To express these segment
orientation Euler angles, quaternions or the exponen-
tial map are commenly used. For our PIK solver the
exponential maps are advantageous compared to Eu-
ler angles or quaternions as the exponantial maps do
not have a singular configuration within their mobility
range [Gra98]. For this reason our inverse kinemat-
ics solver uses the exponential map. For modeling the
spine coupling we need to be able to couple the in-
dividual motion components of the vertebrae by sim-
ple (in)equality constraints (compare Figure 1 where
we need to couple axial rotation with lateral-bending).
Such a model is not supported using ball-and-socket
joints represented by the exponential map as changing
the swing component (models the flexion-extension
and lateral-bending) also may change the torsion of
this joint too. To seperately control the coupling be-
havior of joints we have chosen to consider two dis-
tinct joint types:

• Swing joint model (2 dofs): the swing joint model
is an exponential map vector with zero contribu-
tion along the main spine axis (no torsion).

• Revolute joint model (1 dof): oriented along the
spine main axis to model the torsion mobility.

The choice of the swing joint is mostly to avoid
singularities in the mobility range. These two joint
types are strategically placed over the spine as seen
in Figure 4. Owing to this organization we obtain
a great flexibility in the coupling schemes. The
actual coupling of the joints is based on (in)equality
constraints (see Equation 1 and Equation 2). Mostly
we want only to couple two components (e.g. we may
couple the torsion of a joint with the lateral-bending
in the cervical spine [WP90]). We add for each of the
desired coupling behavior a new equality constraint
where only two entries of the vector c are non-zero.
Thus, we are able to fully control the coupled behav-
ior of the human spine by using two common joint
models and simple (in)equality constraints.
The concrete coupling coefficients are based on the
vertebrae mobility ranges and their real human cou-

pling behavior [Kap82][Kap87]. Figure 5 presents our
choice of the joint ranges based on our strategically
placed joints over the spine. As already mentioned,
the human spine is divided into three regions. Be-
tween two regions there exists some limited but
independent movement [Kap82][Kap87]. As in
the lumber region the torsion is equally distributed
[Kap82][Kap87] and its amount is very small, we
have placed only one revolute joint in this region. In
the thoracic and the cervical region we have placed
more revolute joints according to the corresponding
bigger torsion changes (Figure 5). To reflect this
independent movement beween individual regions
of the spine (lumbar-thoracic, thoracic-cervical), we
couple two regions with inequality constraints as
illustrated in Figure 2 right. This helps the regions
behave more independently than with a strict coupling
with equality constraints. Nevertheless, we can ensure
a fluent transition between two spine regions. The
drawback using inequality constraints is that the may
lead to a re-evaluation of the solution. The same
problem exists for the joint limits which are also
modeled as inequality constraints.

The problem that may arise modeling the cou-
pling of the spine with (in)equality constraints is that
the equality constraints and the inequality constraints
(user-defined between two spine regions or used for
the joint limits) may be conflicting (Section 3.1).
Thus, it may not possible to achieve all (in)equality
constraints at the same time. To reduce such conflict-
ing constraints we only check the joint limits for the
first joint of each spine region:

• Swing: vl5, vt12, vc7

• Twist: vl2, vl8, vc6

The concrete coupling coefficients are inferred from
the real vertebrae mobility ranges and real measured
human coupling coefficients. Let us examine this by
giving two examples. In our model, all vertebrae of
the thoracic region have the same mobility range for
lateral bending. Thus, we have to chose a coupling
coefficient that is less than one. Otherwise, a joint
could violate its real mobility range limit. The dif-
ference of the joint mobility ranges always define an
upper bound for the coupling coefficients. If the joint
mobility ranges decrease, we have to chose a coupling
coefficient that is smaller than one. If the joint range
increase we can choose a coupling coefficient that is
bigger than 1.0. Consequently, the accordance to the
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Figure 4: Our human spine model with the different
spine regions. We have strategically placed some rota-
tional joints (indicated by gray circles) to model the
torsion of the spine where for the remaining joints
we use swing joints (indicated by black circle). In-
side a region we couple the swing joints by equal-
ity constraints (solid flashes). To keep some inde-
pendency between the regions we use inequality con-
straints (dashed flashes)

Figure 5: Joint ranges of the spine at different
levels of the spine along the three anatomic axis
[Kap82][Kap87].

joint limits of the joints inside a region is automatically
given by the choice of the coupling coefficients that
are chosen accordingly to the real vertrebrae mobility
ranges and real measured human coupling coefficients.

4.3 Summary

To summarize, our spine model is composed of three
segments. We strictly decouple the swing and torsion
motion components of the vertebrae using only swing
and revolute joints. Within each segment we couple
the joints by equality constraints, while the different
segmens are connected by inequality constraints. As
already mentioned, each equality constraint removes
at least one dof for the PIK solver. As we are only us-

ing equality constraints with exactly two non-zero val-
ues in the vector c for the coupling, each coupling by
an equality constraint removes exactly one dof from
the solution space. The thoracic region of our spine
model consists of 10 swing (each 2 dof) and 2 revo-
lute joint (each 1 dof) which gives a total of 22 dof.
The simplest case would be to couple these joints us-
ing equality constraints to couple the flexion-extension
with flexion-extension, the lateral bending with lat-
eral bending and the torsion with torsion. Already in
this simple example, the whole thoracic region is rep-
resented by three dofs (1 for flexion-extension, 1 for
lateral-bending and 1 for torsion). The same holds for
the other spine region (3 dof for each). Thus, the whole
spine can be controlled by 9 dof which is considerably
less than the 72 dof of the uncoupled spine. Although
our model is probably still not as accurate as a real hu-
man spine, we can achieve fairly more realistic spine
configurations than in an uncoupled spine. We think
that our spine model is a good compromise between
the accuracy and the simplicity of control.

5 Results

Three types of task controls have been exploited in
the following experiments: position and/or orientation
control, and projection of the position control of the
center of mass on the ground (given the mass distri-
bution of the articulated structure). The latter is espe-
cially useful for ensuring the balance of virtual man-
nequins.

5.1 Isolated Spine

This experiment highlights the behavior of our ap-
proach with two conflicting tasks on an isolated spine
consisting of all 24 vertebrae where the vertebrae are
coupled with 32 equality (inside the spine regions)
and 12 inequality constrains (connection between two
spine regions). Figure 6 on the left show the ini-
tial configuration of the spine. We have defined only
a position task Ta (move neck slightly to the right)
and an orientation task Tb (keep the orientation of the
head during the motion) to be achieved with priorities
a < b. We executed this experiment twice, once with
the above described coupled spine and once where the
joints of the spine can move independently within their
joint mobility range.
Figure 6 highlights the initial position, the achieved
for the spine without coupling and with coupling. The
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Figure 6: Front and left side views of the isolated
spine: (left) initial configuration with indications of
the two tasks; (middle) end configuration without cou-
pling; (right) end configuration with coupling.

Figure 7: Comparison between coupling/without cou-
pling for computational time and error convergence.

obvious problem of the uncoupled spine is the strong
change of the spine shape while the coupled spine dis-
plays no abrupt changes of the shape. This behavior of
the uncoupled spine is possible due to the lack of cou-
pling. Each joint is able to move independently with-
out taking into account the motions of other joints.

We have also compared the accumulated computa-
tional speed, the error convergence and the norm of
the joint variations of the two methods as presented in
Figure 7. Coupling with equality constraint reduces
the solution space for the PIK solver. Therefore,
the error convergence could be slowed down or the
task may not be achievable while without coupling
it would be possible. Although there is almost no
visual difference, the position task for the coupled
spine is not fully achieved while without coupling it
is (cf. “Error” and “Error coupling” curves in Figure
7). Thus, the final error for the coupled spine does not
converge to zero.

Figure 8: Distribution of the swing components of the
vertebrae for coupling and without coupling.

The initial projector P0 remains constant during the
whole experiment as we are not adding or removing
any equality constraint (see Section 3.1). Thus, we can
pre-compute the initial projector P0 and the additional
overhead due to coupling is limited to adjusting the
initial joint variation before each iteration. We have
measured that around 3-8% of the total computational
for one iteration of the inverse kinematics convergence
process is spent to initialize the joint variation. The
accumulated total computation time shows some ad-
vantages for our coupling approach. This is due to the
fact that by removing dofs for the PIK solver, the so-
lution computation becomes cheaper, the solver finds
faster a solution, which compensates the additional
overhead required computing the initial joint variation.
Due to coupling we also restrict the overall joint varia-
tion during the convergence (cf. “Norm variation” and
“Norm coupling” in Figure 7). (

The swing components sx (flexion-extension) and
sy (lateral-bending) are represented in Figure 8. For a
real human spine it is expected that consecutive verte-
brae inside a spine region have a smooth curve. But the
swing component values without coupling are widely
distributed in the sx−sy space (e.g. the swing compo-
nents of the thoracic region). This strong change of the
swing components of the spine without coupling leads
to the observed change in the spine shape as presented
in Figure 6 in the middle. However, the swing compo-
nent values of the vertebrae with coupling are grouped
per spine region. The only significantly changes ap-
pear between two spine regions where we have cou-
pled the vertebrae by inequality constraints to have
some independent movement between the spine re-
gions.
Another problem of the uncoupled spine is the abrupt
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change of the torsion direction which is discussed in
detail in Section 5.2.1.

5.2 Full Body Postures

In this section we focus on full body postures with
a simplified spine representation. A full spine model
consisting of 24 vertebrae may be too time consuming
for real-time applications if there exist other compu-
tational expensive tasks (e.g. skinning, collision de-
tection/response). Thus, often a compromise between
full spine representation and real-time needs has to be
found. In the next experiments the uncoupled simpli-
fied spine consists of 8 ball-and-socket joints with a
total of 24 dofs. The lumbar and the thoracic region
are each represented with three joints while the cervi-
cal region has only two joints. As already mentioned
our coupled spine model can only be represented by
swing and rotation joints. Our coupled spine model is
built by 8 swing joints and 5 rotational joints. Figure 9
illustrates the initial posture for the next experiments.

5.2.1 Bio-mechanical considerations

In this experiment the virtual mannequin with the
simplified spine has to achieve a simple balanced
posture. Thus, the toes of the right foot are attracted
toward a position in the back while the hands have to
reach a position in the front. These goals are modeled
as a middle priority position task. During the whole
motion the left foot has to stay on the ground which
is reflected by two high priority tasks (one for the
toes and one for the heel). A low priority orientation
task is used to maintain the head looking forward.
To keep the virtual mannequin in balance we project
the center of mass over the left foot with the highest
priority task. The recruiting level is for all task set
to the maximum which means up to the root of the
articulated structure. The root is located just after the
end of the last vertebrae of the spine. We executed this
experiment twice, once with our coupling approach
and once with independent vertebrae Figure 10.

Although both methods are visually similar there is
an important difference. Considering three successive
vertebrae Figure 10 left. The lowest vertebrae may
have a torsion to the right, the middle to the left while
the third vertebrae rotates again to the right. We have
measured a similar behavior of the vertrebrae torsion
directions for the uncoupled spine as illustrated in Fig-
ure 10 middle. Such a behavior is bio-mechanically

Figure 9: The initial and the achieved postures without
coupling and with coupling

Figure 10: Possible changes of the torsion direction
of vertebrae for an uncoupled spine (left) and corre-
sponding measured values for uncoupled spine (mid-
dle) and coupled spine (right).

not possible. Changing the direction of the torsion is
only possible between spine regions but not at each in-
dividual vertebra. For the coupled spine, the torsion
can only change its direction for vertebrae which are
coupled by inequality constraints (e.g. between two
spine regions).

5.2.2 Periodic Tasks

This experiment highlights the behavior of coupling
for long periodic tasks. The hands of the virtual man-
nequin have to follow a moving goal which forms an
eight in the vertical plane (two low priority positional
tasks are used). The feet have to stay on the ground
(four high priority tasks) and the virtual mannequin
has to keep its balance by projecting the center of mass
between the two feet (highest priority task). Figure
11 illustrates the different postures without coupling
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Figure 11: Postures on the left without coupling and
on the right with coupling after an increasing number
of cycles (from left to right and top to bottom). The
blue bar indicates the goal of the wrist.

and with coupling after an increasing number of cy-
cles. At the beginning the two postures are almost
identical. We can observe that the differences between
the postures increase with the number of cycles. Af-
ter 2000 cycles the coupled spine has still a plausible
shape while the uncoupled is highly deformed. This
is caused by the drift of the solution in the joint space
as originally discussed by [KH83]. Coupling joints by
(in)equality constraints reduces the solution space for
the inverse kinematics solver which counteracts this
drift in the joint solution space for periodic tasks.

5.2.3 Real-Time Motion Capture

This experiments presents how our spine coupling can
be integrated into a motion capture system for real-
time IK. The user can interact with a virtual environ-
ment using a motion capture system where the user is
equiped with a set of active markers (LED) and a head-
mounted display (only for first person view tests) as
seen in Figure 12. Individual markers provide position
information only. By forming groups of two or three
markers, we are able to infer also the orientation of
some body parts like the head, the wrists and the toes.
This allows us to define positions and/or orientation
tasks of the kinematic constraints guiding the avatar
posture over time. For simplicity we use the same
spine model as described above. We only adapted the
segment size such that they correspond the actor’s seg-
ments.
The critical part is that we have ensured that the tasks
that correspond to the markers are fast achieved as

there may be other time consuming tasks during the
motion capture session (e.g. visualization of the envi-
ronment, the virtual mannequin, obstacle avoidance).
Otherwise, we would have a displacement between
the user posture and the virtual mannequin posture.
If this displacement becomes too big the user would
not longer feel controlling the virtual mannequin. Our
spine coupling has two advantages for this scenario.
By reducing the solution space we would have less
computational costs (see Section 5.1 and by constrain-
ing the spine shape we can use less markers. The
importance to constrain the solution space to feasible
spine shapes depends on the number of markers. In
this example, the root position and orientation as well
as the shoulder positions are constrained. These con-
straints already reduce the solution space of the spine.
Thereby, spine coupling is not as important as using
only a few markers.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed a simple method to
model the coupling behavior of the spine. We use sim-
ple (in)equality constraints to reflect the coupling be-
havior between the vertebrae. Our choice of equality
constraints removes one dof of the solution space for
the inverse kinematics solver. A relatively few param-
eters are sufficient to represent the whole spine (9 dof).
We have shown that our approach is able to produce
more natural spine shapes. Introducing constraints for
the spine coupling reduces the solution space of the in-
verse kinematics solver. Thus, the inverse kinematics
solver may find only find a solution with a higher error
compared to a inverse kinematics solver without using
constraints. The coupling may be too restrictive and
not cover the whole space of possible human spine mo-
tions but it provides always plausible postures of the
spine and is less to the drift of the solution for periodic
tasks. Besides the computational costs are slightly less
than for the uncoupled one as long as the equality con-
straints remain often constant. Otherwise, we would
have to re-compute the initial projector.
Future work includes extending the method to not only
couple the spine but also other structures in the human
body where strong coupling behavior exists (e.g. the
spine is coupled to the sacroiliac). Our actual spine
model does not support different types of mobility be-
havior (e.g. less mobility for elderly people). We also
would like to apply our coupled spine model for real-
time, interactive control of virtual mannequins in a vir-
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Figure 12: Interactive real-time IK with a coupled
spine. Top) Marker Configuration. Middle) The user
performs a reaching task. The green dots on the virtual
mannequin indicate the target position of the joints.
Down) Result from motion capture. The sensors (red
dots) attached on the user represent the tasks for the
virtual mannequin.

tual environment with obstacle avoidance where we
can profit from the lower computational time of the
coupled spine.
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